
Addressing the ICS Security Challenge
Industrial control networks were designed decades ago, before the existence of cyber threats. As 

such, they were not built with the visibility and security controls common in enterprise IT networks. 

Today however, ICS networks are no longer isolated, static systems. They are connected to the 

enterprise and are sensitive to downtime from malware, attacks or even failed system maintenance.

With the rise of external and internal threats targeting industrial and critical infrastructure, there is a 

growing need for advanced solutions that provide real-time visibility and protection while addressing 

the unique technical and operational requirements of ICS networks.

Risk Assessment Service and Analysis
Periodic risk assessment is the primary tool for engineers and security analysts to maintain good 

cyber hygiene, reduce operational downtime and mitigate the potential impact of threats. Key 

prerequisites for a reliable and sound risk assessment are full situational awareness, event detection, 

and change management. Indegy’s risk assessment takes into consideration all types of alerts, 

existing vulnerabilities and vulnerable configurations that may affect overall risk.

Indegy’s Risk Assessment Service provides a unique and comprehensive analysis of your industrial 

environment, network behavior, asset inventory and risk posture. The service covers all aspects of risk 

assessment and delivers a comprehensive and fully detailed view of the network and assets, helping 

organizations to mitigate threats and reduce risk.

The risk assessment is performed using Indegy’s advanced technologies, featuring deep packet 

inspection of network traffic and a patent-pending Device Integrity component. The service enables 

executives, managers, security analysts, automation engineers and compliance managers to gain a deep 

understanding of the risk factors in the network in order to prioritize and operationalize mitigation steps. 

The risk assessment enables process owners to gain vital answers to some of the toughest questions in 

protecting an industrial network.
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Indegy Risk Assessment Service

THE CHALLENGE
• Maintain a regular risk assessment   

    process specific to industrial  

    environments

• Continuously improving cyber  

    hygiene and mitigating potential  

    threats to industrial networks

RISK REPORT
Indegy’s Risk Assessment Service offers 

industrial security stakeholders clear 

analysis and insights about their cyber 

security posture. It highlights potential 

vulnerabilities or threats that require 

attention.  

KEY BENEFITS
• Asset inventory summary and detailed 

description of asset characteristics

• Network traffic analysis

• Risk summary and analysis of various 

risk components

• Enhanced visualizations of collected 

data for improved analysis



Indegy’s Offerings
The Risk Assessment report is the principal component of Indegy’s Risk Assessment Service. It is an effective first step in administering 

cyber security across the operational domain within an enterprise. The service includes the quick onsite installation of the Indegy Security 

Suite, collection and analysis of network and asset data by the platform, and the interpretation and presentation of that data in a detailed Risk 

Assessment report. Each of these steps is carried out by Indegy’s security experts. The report provides a baseline for mapping the challenges 

in the network and building a risk mitigation plan.

In addition, the Risk Assessment report is provided to customers as a built-in offering of the Indegy Security Suite. The report can be initiated 

by the user and created automatically upon request. By integrating the report in our Security Suite, Indegy makes it seamless for enterprises 

to incorporate reporting into their security routine, compare risk factors over time, and export data and insights to colleagues, management or 

compliance officials who do not have access to the Indegy user interface.

Risk Assessment Report Components

Network and Risk Overview
The report contains an overview of the report’s main findings and the top assets at risk, designed for managerial consideration and quick 

decision-making. This section highlights critical facts and guides the user to the most crucial assets that require top priority handling.

Executive Summary
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Risk Assessment Report > Executive Summary | Top 10 Assets at Risk

  This asset has additional IPs that can be viewed in the asset page

Executive Summary

Top 10 Assets At Risk

A sound and reliable risk assessment requires thorough visibility into even the tiniest details and configuration 
changes in an ICS network. Leveraging its superb detection capabilities and unique Device Integrity offering, 
Indegy builds a risk profile for each asset using a wide range of signals and details about asset configuration 
and asset-related events. In this way, Indegy supports a risk-based approach towards raising overall cyber-
hygiene in the industrial environment by clearly presenting the weakest points and possible steps to address 
them.

The following table shows the assets with the highest risk score, reflecting their vulnerability and exposure to threats. 
The table is sorted by risk score.

Risk ScoreVendorAsset TypeAsset NameNetwork Address

91RockwellControllerMain_PLC10.10.1.1001

87LenovoEng StationEng_PC_RSLogix10.10.1.102

82RockwellControllerFloor1_PLC210.10.1.1013

81RockwellControllerLab2_PLC110.10.1.200    4

77LenovoEng StationRSLogix_John10.10.6.235

75LenovoEng StationDeltaV_station110.10.6.156

75EmersonControllerSupply1_Control10.10.6.32    7

68DellHMIOperation_HMI10.10.1.1    8

66EmersonControllerSupply2_Control10.10.6.1019

60 *DellICS ServerHistorian10.10.6.61    10

 * There are four more assets with risk score of 60. You can see the additional assets in the Asset Drill Down chapter.

The Indegy Platform constantly tracks assets' risk scores by integrating information on alerts, vulnerabilities and configuration with user-defined asset 
criticality for industrial processes. Continuous risk assessment enables users to track changes in risk score and risk factors, as well as evaluating 
mitigation steps. By tuning policies and defining different asset criticality levels, Indegy adapts its risk evaluation to specific site guidelines and 
requirements.
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Asset Inventory
Identifying and maintaining an up-to-date understanding of the 

asset inventory can be a laborious and frustrating task. The 

Indegy Security Suite offers a fully automated asset inventory 

with comprehensive details for each asset. Full asset inventory 

is critical for continuous change management and auditing 

processes.

This report section focuses on Indegy’s automatic asset 

tracking, asset discovery and asset classification. These are 

the first steps for ensuring operational continuity, reliability and 

safety. They provide the user with a full context for security 

events and support routine procedures aimed at improving 

overall cyber hygiene.

 

Indegy’s Security Suite alerts users when a firmware version has 

changed and shows the relevant vulnerabilities for each firmware 

version. Our unique hybrid approach combining network detection and 

device integrity enables full up-to-date coverage of firmware versions 

across the controller inventory. Such coverage cannot be supported by 

network monitoring alone.

Revision tracking and visibility into every code change enables 

 in-depth protection of industrial processes. The ability to validate, 

monitor and restore code versions to a controller is essential for 

ensuring process safety.
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1.1  Inventory Overview

The Inventory Overview section focuses on Indegy’s automatic asset tracking, asset discovery and asset classification. 
These are the first steps for ensuring operational continuity, reliability and safety. They provide the user with a full 
context for security events and support routine procedures aimed at improving overall cyber hygiene. Creating an 
inventory for the devices in the network, as well as understanding the relationships and connections between them, is 
a crucial component in network security.  

1.1.1  Asset Types
The following chart shows the breakdown of all assets by type.
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1.1.2  Asset Map
The following map shows all the network devices and the connections between them, differentiating between ICS 
traffic connections and other connections.

  ICS Traffic     Non ICS Traffic

Asset Inventory

Risk Assessment Report > Asset Inventory | Inventory Overview

The Interactive Asset Map provides engineers and security managers with unparalleled visibility into their complex ICS networks. This 
easy-to-use mapping feature takes Indegy’s automated asset discovery to the next level through crystal-clear visualization of all ICS 
assets and the connection between them.
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Assets Overview
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1.2.3  Rockwell Firmware Distribution
The following chart shows the breakdown of firmware versions for Rockwell controllers.

65
Controllers

   30.012                      22 

   3.013                       18 

   30.011                       8  

   2.015                         8  

   30.010                       6 

   14.000                       3   

1.2.4  Emerson Firmware Distribution
The following chart shows the breakdown of firmware versions for Emerson controllers.

15
Controllers

  v12.7                       12 

  v12.3                       3  

Asset Inventory

Indegy Platform alerts users when a firmware version has changed and shows the relevant vulnerabilities for each firmware version. 
Indegy’s unique hybrid approach of network detection and device integrity enables full up-to-date coverage of firmware versions across 
the controller inventory. Such coverage cannot be supported by network monitoring alone. Indegy alerts users to any changes in module 
details, such as a change in firmware, disappearance of a module or other critical information, ensuring full visibility of controllers and 
their modules.

Risk Assessment Report > Asset Inventory | Controller Inventory 7

Firmware Distribution for Controllers per Vendor
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1.4  Controllers Code Revision  

Revision tracking and visibility into every code change is the foundation of in-depth protection of the industrial 
processes. The ability to validate, monitor and restore code versions to a controller is essential for keeping the 
process safe. Making sure no unauthorized and unexpected changes are made to controller code is the essence of 
industrial automation security.

1.4.1  Code Changes
The following graph shows the distribution of controllers by number of code changes detected.
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1.4.2  Code Changes Sample
The following is a sample screenshot from the system showing changes to controller code and logic.  

Asset Inventory

Risk Assessment Report > Asset Inventory | Controllers Code Revision

The Indegy Platform enables full visibility of the controller’s code down to the routine, rung and block levels. As all the code changes 
are registered with Indegy, it creates code revisions that enable comparisons between every code revision and its previous one, as well 
as any user-defined baseline revision. It also clearly highlights changes to assist in configuration control and forensic analysis. For easier 
configuration control, Indegy offers alerting on code changes and detection of anomalies in the code based on its policies mechanism. 
This fully reliable and timely revision tracking offering is made possible by Indegy’s querying of controllers for their code, as supported 
by its patent-pending Device Integrity technology.
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Code Revisions
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The Asset Drill Down section provides full details of all assets 

identified in the network. Such details assist in enhancing the 

asset inventory as well as documenting the possible threats 

and configurations for each asset. Details include configuration, 

vulnerabilities, open ports, network connections and more.

 

Network Traffic
Safe and reliable industrial automation demands efficient 

communication and networking, and depends on the data network 

in which the ICS assets operate. Indegy improves users’ visibility into 

the network structure, patterns and behavior. Our detailed analysis 

is enhanced by creating a network baseline in order to detect 

anomalies such as new connections, changes in network traffic, and 

potentially suspicious network traffic and events.
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2.1.3  Traffic And Conversations Over Time
This graph shows the network Behavior over time in terms of traffic and number of conversations.
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2.1.4  Protocol Distribution
This chart shows the breakdown of protocols used in the network by percentage and total amount of traffic.

  Ethernet/IP (UDP/44818)     41% 

  Ethernet/IP (UDP/2222)        21%

  CIP (TCP/44818)                      11%

  HTTP (TCP/80)                        10%

  SMB (TCP/445)                      5% 

  DeltaV (UDP/18507)               4%

  RDP (TCP/3389)                       3%

  PCCC (TCP/44818)                   3% 

  NetBios (TCP/139)                   3%

  Other                                          2%

Network Traffic

The Indegy Platform helps users gain visibility into the network behavior. It provides users with the ability to define a network baseline 
and create alerts in the case of deviation from that baseline. Such alerts help maintain a healthy network and identify suspicious and 
unexpected behavior that might be malicious.

Risk Assessment Report > Network Traffic | Traffic Overview 14

Network Summary

Asset Details and Backplane Configuration
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Risk Summary
Indegy’s Risk Assessment Service takes into consideration all types of alerts, existing vulnerabilities and vulnerable configurations in the 

environment, all of which might affect overall risk. This report section summarizes the risk components and highlights possible weak points to 

assist in the creation of mitigation steps.

 

Mapping risk for the entire network is crucial for building an efficient 

mitigation plan to reduce risk. In addition to mapping risk score for 

every asset and highlighting vulnerable assets, Indegy helps users 

detect the origins of risk in their environments through in-depth 

analyses of each and every risk factor.

Indegy monitors all network activity, including the most granular 

engineering access and control activities, write commands to 

process parameters, and other network traffic anomalies. Indegy’s 

alerts provide unique visibility into the different activities and events, 

whether performed over the network or via direct physical access 

to the device. Alert management is policy-based, using Indegy’s 

granular out of the box policies or customized easy to-configure 

policies. This enables user-defined policies to match and enforce 

company policy or unique site guidelines.

 

Indegy recognizes and alerts on vulnerabilities to industrial network 

controllers, based on known CVE vulnerabilities. Exact matching 

of vulnerabilities to controllers is done based on Indegy’s absolute 

knowledge of models and firmware versions for controllers, 

leveraging its unique hybrid approach combining Network Detection 

and Device Integrity. 

Open ports are an essential part of any active networking environment, but also represent a possible entry point for malicious external actors 

and thus expand the environment’s attack surface. Indegy verifies open ports on network assets, and factors them into its risk assessment as a 

potentially risky asset configuration. 

Risk Summary

Vulnerabilities Summary

Alert Distribution
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For more information on the Risk Assessment Service, please contact your 
local Indegy representative or contact us at sales@indegy.com


